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For yet another year, the world is watching
us. Catalonia welcomes one of the biggest
events in the world over the next few days:
the Mobile World Congress (MWC). This
is an opportunity for us to show the world
the commitment of our country and businesses to leading the way in this digital
revolution.
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It is no accident that Barcelona has become the mobile world capital. Catalonia,
with Barcelona at the forefront, has managed to make a place for itself among
the world’s leading nations in the fields
of innovation, research, technology and
knowledge. We are an entrepreneurial, innovative country, made up of smart cities
and territories and open to the world.
Catalonia has everything it needs to successfully head up this revolution thanks
to its powerful, robust and exceptionally
healthy ICT sector, equipped with talent
and an entrepreneurial and innovative
ecosystem that ranks us among the great
regions of the future. Without a doubt, this
success is the result of the excellent work
carried out by the Catalan companies that
make up today’s ICT sector. A sector that
has grown in importance over the last few
years and now generates 8% of GDP and
employs 3.5% of the population. All this

translates into wealth generation and the
creation of quality jobs, which promise a
future and the arrival of new opportunities.
Thanks to these attributes, Catalonia is
in a privileged position to lead this digital
revolution, which represents a change in
our social structure, productive fabric and
culture, and opens up a wide spectrum of
possibilities, which we need to know how
to harness.
However, to become this place of opportunities and make full use of the country’s
potential power, we need to overcome the
obstacles put in our path by the Spanish
state. There are currently nine politicians in
prison for having organised a referendum
and defended the citizens’ right to a vote.
Then there is president Puigdemont and
several Catalan ministers and politicians
who are in exile to avoid a political repression that has no place in the Europe of the
21st century.
With all this, our country is determined to
become a place of opportunities and offer
all the dynamism required to achieve it. Ultimately, we have all the ingredients, including a Government that fully supports you
in leading this digital revolution.
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Barcelona, the Mobile World Capital.
Catalonia, your Tech Hub.
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Catalonia Trade & Investment helps
international companies locate and
grow in Catalonia and Barcelona.

Catalonia has always had a strong industrial sector, which has today become an eager
mobile industry client: ICT, business solutions, retail and smart cities represent the sectors
with which mobile companies more frequently work. Other important sectors include
transport, health and public services. ICT is also closely related to activity in Smart
Cities, the Internet of Things, m-health, gaming, e-commerce, 5G, all of which are
highly active sectors in Catalonia.

Catalonia Trade & Investment is the Catalan Government agency for foreign
investment and business competitiveness. With more than 5,600 investment projects
managed and over 30 years’ experience helping international companies operate in
Catalonia, we know how to maximise the return on investment.

From 2012 to 2023 Barcelona will be the Mobile World Capital. This means that not
only the international flagship mobile event will be held yearly here, the MWC Barcelona,
but a whole range of activities and programmes all year around will create a dynamic
professional ecosystem for the mobile and its satellite industries.This initiative has
transformed Barcelona into the permanent global centre for mobile technologies, has
involved the development of a business environment focused on this type of industry
on an international level and has made Barcelona a global benchmark for mobile
transformation.

- Are you considering a new investment?
We can help your company to take the right decisions, providing the necessary addedvalue information.

New sectors like e-commerce or digital gaming are growing thanks to its business
advantages and to the projects taking place in Barcelona as a result of the city being
Mobile World Capital. One of the biggest pools of skilled workforce in Europe and the
appeal of the city as a place to live and work have also progressively consolidated a hub
of talent and opportunities on a European level.
How can your company take advantage of this dynamic environment?
Many public-private projects are channeled through the Mobile World Capital Barcelona.
The capital also provides different opportunities for start-up initiatives as a hub (space for
companies): privileged contact with key operators, networking opportunities, awards,
among many others.

Catering to the needs of all international investors:

- Do you need us to accelerate your investment in Catalonia?
Our project management services give personalised support to your investment right
from the start.
- Do you want to grow, reinvest & expand your investment in Catalonia?
Aftercare, expansion and reinvestments are one of our priority activities.
Specialised one-stop-shop services
• Investor information
• Business location
• Financing & incentives
• International mobility for executives
• Innovation, tech & business partners
• Business and institutional network
• Supplier search
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Company
ADMAN MEDIA
www.admanmedia.com
Contact
mwc@admanmedia.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 13
Sectors
Marketing and advertising

ADman Media is a leading supply-side platform
(SSP) in Spain, Latin America and US.
With twelve offices around the world, ADman
Media offers the best video (instream, outstream
and native) and display solutions to help publishers
optimize their inventory and maximize their
revenues.

Company
AD TELECOM
www.adtelecom.es

Our state-of-the-art technology together with our
Artificial Intelligence developments allows advertisers
to reach their target with innovative native video and
display formats in high quality inventory.

Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 6

ADman Media, is part of AcuityAds Group a leading
technology company that provides marketers a
powerful solution for digital advertising to amplify
reach and Share of Attention® throughout the
customer journey.

Contact
luiscrespo@adtelecom.es
antonioalcayde@adtelecom.es

Sectors
Drones

AD TELECOM is a company specialised in
the areas of: Radiofrequency, Microwaves,
Signal Processing, Digital Electronics,
Embedded Systems, Aerospace, Photonics
and Space. The company performs all aspects
of electronic product development, from
initial concept and design to manufacture
and production. AD TELECOM has delivered
hardware and software solutions across all
industries, ranging from consumer electronics
to professional sector. The company is
highly experienced in digital hardware
based on FPGA and microprocessor
technology, printed circuits design, prototype
development, software design, electronics and
communications for UAVs and assembly-line
production.
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Company
ADPONE ADVERTISING
www.adpone.com
Contact
mwc19@adpone.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 8
Sectors
Marketing and advertising /
Multimedia / TIC

We are an ad-tech company, we bring
publishers and advertisers closer together
through and in-house technology that
specializes in mobile and display. We
operate worldwide, working with top
partners. At AdPone we love what we do
and keep it always premium, always direct.
In short: We make digital advertising easier.

Company
AERVIO
www.aervio.com
Contact
mwc@aervio.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 44
Sectors
Business Solutions / TIC / Tourism

Aervio is the new standard of Corporate
Travel Management: a multi-provider
platform using cognitive software to help
organise, plan, price up and book multiple
business trips. Specifically designed for travel
managers, the Aervio platform is completely
customisable and equipped with innovative
tools to make it the most suitable solution for
companies who don’t want their employees to
waste time booking their own business trips.

Company
AIR-FI
www.air-go.es
Contact
marcel.pujol@air-fi.es
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 41
Sectors
Health / Industrial systems/ 4.0
Industry / Mobility, transport and
logistics / Retail/e-Commerce
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Company
AIRK DRONES
www.airk.eu
Contact
marketing@airk.eu
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 7
Sectors
Drones

Air-Fi builds Real Time Location Services.
Based on our proven, flexible and accurate
Indoor Positioning technology we build
solutions to enable tracking, guidance,
analytics and hyper targeted communication.
Indoor Positioning Systems (either via
WiFi, BLE or Ultra-Wide Band ) provide
accurate location, routing, and guidance
for people inside closed environments such
as commercial malls, hospitals, airports,
factories where GPS signals cannot penetrate.
These IPS applications can be very useful in
monetizing existing Wi-Fi systems already
installed in addition to making it easy for
shoppers/patients/workers to find and
locate their points of interest and additional
geotargeted information inside commercial
malls/hospitals/plants.

AIRK Drones is a manufacturer of Remotely
Piloted Systems and related technologies. We are
specialized in the R+D+I and manufacture of highly
versatile solutions, easily adaptable to all industries.
The main line of development of AIRK Drones is
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). We currently have
the most adaptable professional drones family, AIRK
FireClouds, a versatile platform adaptable to any
application and environment.
AIRK presents ours latest innovations, AIRK Roak,
a terrestrial drone designed to assist the security
forces, and AIRK School, a set of products,
solutions and efforts to bring drone technology
to education, whether primary schools, institutes,
professional training or universities.

Company
ALERTAPHONE
www.alertaphone.com
Contact
mwc@alertaphone.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 15
Sectors
Business solutions / Retail/ e-Commerce

AlertaPhone is a company that was founded
in 2011 and which offers top-notch quality
repair service of mobile phones, tablets and
computers. All of our repair centres provide a
fast-repair service covering all market brands
and at all levels. We offer express repair services
(average of 40 minutes) ensuring high quality
results provided by our team of skillfully trained
experts. AlertaPhone is an innovative and highly
technological business concept that is currently
experiencing a highly successful expansion
process through franchising and collaboration
with other technological companies.
AlertaPhone represents best all for all broken
mobile devices due to to its top quality.
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Company
ALTER EGO WEB SERVICES S.L.
https://www.alteregoweb.com
Contact
info@alteregoweb.com

Alterego Web is a company specialized in
providing creative, technological and functional
solutions for any type of online services and
applications, always focused on Internet
business.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 1

Our most important works are based on
developing backends for powerful mobile
applications, managing scalability and creating
adaptive environments.

Sectors
Business solutions / Public
services/ eGovernment / Retail/
e-Commerce / TIC

Other of our solutions: webderenting (renting of
mobile application and web) and openshopen.
com as Saas platform for e-commerce.

Company
Appfutura S.L.
https://www.appfutura.com/

AppFutura is the community for mobile app
developers where they can meet people or
companies looking to hire the best firms to
develop an app project.

Company
AUMENTA SOLUTIONS S.L.
www.aumentasolutions.com

Contact
hello@appfutura.com

Contact
info@aumentasolutions.com

Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 12

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 5

Sectors
Business solutions / Multimedia /
Smart Cities / TIC

Sectors
Industrial Systems/ 4.0 Industry / TIC

Aumenta Solutions provides Augmented
Reality applications to industry, engineering and
architecture professionals.
Working with the latest AR devices, tablets
and Smartglasses we provide solutions
to unresolved issues with conventional
technologies, increasing productivity and
efficiency in key business processes.
Aumenta Solutions has a team of professional
and highly qualified technology partners who
offer the best Augmented Reality solution
for your business.
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Company
ATEKNEA SOLUTIONS
EUROPE, S.L.
www.ateknea.com
Contact
albert.navarro@ateknea.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 43
Sectors
Energy, water, resources / industrial
systems/ 4.0 industry / Mobility,
transport, logistics / Smart cities

Ateknea Solutions is a leading European
engineering company with a long track record
of helping companies transform their innovation
projects into valuable, profitable and feasible
market solutions. Ateknea provides a range
of technical services including electronic (HW
& FW), software development (web & apps,
AI including machine learning techniques and
deep learning for computer vision), mechanical
design and automation in industrial processes.
Now our goal is to commercialize proprietary
technology (Bettair) that is environmentally
friendly, providing products that contribute to a
better quality of life. Bettair provides cities with
a cutting-edge IoT platform that allows them to
map air pollution on a previously unimaginable
scale, using a large-scale deployment of highly
accurate sensors by means of an advanced
post-processing algorithm.

Company
BCN DRONE CENTER
www.bcndronecenter.com
Contact
info@bcndronecenter.com
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1-3
Sectors
Drones

BCN Drone Center is one of the only 10
UAV Test Sites in the world. It counts with
Segregated airspace, runway, ground control
station, simulator, hangar, workshops and
offices.
BCN Drone Center offer Drone testing
facilities, Trainings, and consultancy from the
most experienced drone company in Europe
People from +75 nationalities already passed
by our center!

Company
BARCELONA
TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL
www.barcelonatechnologyschool.com
Contact

josep.clotet@barcelonatechnologyschool.com

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 21
Sectors
Education / Industry Systems/ 4.0
Industry / m-Banking/ m-Wallet/
Fintech / Smart cities

Barcelona Technology School is the first 100%
International training institution in Barcelona that
offers master degrees and executive education
with focus on digital transformation.

Company
BIOACCEZ CONTROLS
bioaccez.com

BTS helps people and companies to shape
the digital future by training talent on Tech &
business skills, digital engagement and culture
shifting.

Contact
info@bioaccez.com

Barcelona Technology School programs cover
also verticals such as Fintech, Legal-Tech, HRTech, Digital Healthcare & Connected Transport
aimed to understand the main digital disruptions
in each sector and advance their transformative
power to generate innovation.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 50
Sectors
Industry systems / Mobile apps /
Telecommunications

We are a technology company that provides
solutions in the areas of access control,
identification and location of people and objects,
combining mobile Apps, RFID, biometrics
and GPS solutions. We work in the sectors of
construction, industry and healthcare.
11 years of experience in large infrastructure
projects has allowed us to specialize in this
sector. The protection of the workers who are
participating in these projects, as well as control
of their productivity and the ease of locating
them in the event of accidents, are issues
to which companies are paying increasing
attention.
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Company
BIID
www.biid.com
Contact
mwc2019@biid.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 48
Sectors
m-Banking/ m-Wallet/ Fintech /
Smart cities / TIC

Biid is a “mobile identity platform that secures
and protects digital infrastructures while allowing
users to easily authenticate online, authorise
transactions, sign legal documents de consent,
all in accordance to the new eIDAS, GDPR,
PSD2 and Open Banking requirements in
Europe and internationally. Our mission is to
“help Governments and Financial Institutions to
address the digital identity problem and make
our society safer for everyone”.

Company
BLINKAY
www.blinkay.com
Contact
mgibert@blinkay.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 33
Sectors
Connected Car / Mobility, transport and logistics / Smart Cities

Leaders in solutions and applications
development for the management of urban
mobility and parking, combining mobile
and industrial technologies. We offer a
comprehensive set of solutions capable
of meeting the needs for the management
of mobility and parking for municipalities,
operators, shopping centers, and the general
public, while respecting and enhancing local
historic heritage of cities.
We are capable of combining, developing, and
adapting cutting-edge technological solutions
(mobile apps in native environments), with
hardware and software developments for the
industrial sector.

Company
BRANDYOURSHOES
http://brandyourshoes.com
Contact
sales@BrandYourShoes.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 16
Sectors
Retail/ E-commerce / Design
Industry / Marketing and
advertising / Sports

Create amazing sneakers with your logo or design
in your smartphone. BrandYourShoes is the new
fashion and branding company that provides
quality and innovation in the footwear industry. Our
full ID-Custom system allows you to customize
your sneakers choosing the shape, materials,
colors and you can upload your logo in the shoe.
Provide your team or customers with a unique and
trending product like sneakers. Choose any of our
vintage or modern shapes and start designing with
your corporate colors and brand.

Company
BRODYNT GLOBAL SERVICES S.L.
www.brodynt.com
Contact
info@brodynt.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 20
Sectors
Business solutions / TIC

Brodynt is a global provider of Broadband and
Dedicated Internet Access as well as networking
hardware and professional services. We support our
customers in more than 200 countries and territories
and act as the connectivity one-stop-shop to many
of the world’s Tier 1 Carriers, leading ISPs, global
System Integrators and SD-WAN providers.
Thanks to our local partnerships (1000+) around the
world, we create a unique product offering which
is totally neutral, as we are not tied to any specific
provider. Thus, Brodynt is ready to deliver the best
solution for every project, enabling our customers to
provide internet access anywhere.
By partnering with Brodynt, companies are able to
monetize their corporate customers’ international
connectivity and networking needs, offering more
value to customers while differentiating from
competition.
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Company
BRIGHTSIGHT
www.brightsight.com
Contact
vilarrubla@brightsight.com
martinez@brightsight.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 7
Sectors
Connected Car / Industry
Systems/ 4.0 Industry / Smart
cities / TIC

We are an independent laboratory providing
cybersecurity assessment services worldwide. We
have a strong team of experts with many years of
experience evaluating products against a variety
of cybersecurity requirements, and standards.
Leveraging in a long track record as Common
Criteria laboratory, gives us capacity to find new
ways to get your products assessed and certified.

Company
CENTRE DE VISIÓ
PER COMPUTADOR
http://www.cvc.uab.es/

Brightsight supports many markets where
cybersecurity is key such as Payment, Identity,
Transport, Government, Automotive and IoT in
general.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 9

Due to our comprehensive list of accreditations,
expertise and experience, we help our customers
to get their products multiple certifications fast
and efficiently. We work closely together with our
customers in their development phase to facilitate
short communication lines and allow developers to
incorporate the evaluation results in their designs.

Contact
nmartinez@cvc.uab.es

Sectors
Connected car / Cultural
Industries / Industry systems/ 4.0
Industry / Health

The Computer Vision Centre (CVC) is a
non-profit institution located in Barcelona,
Spain. The centre is devoted to research and
development of Computer Vision, a field of
knowledge that seeks to process and extract
information from images using computers. CVC
hosts around 130 researchers from all over
the world carrying out both quality research
and development in the field of Computer
Vision, contributing to increase the knowledge,
innovation and industrial competitiveness in this
field by working with companies developing
technological projects through different research
lines: document analysis, autonomous driving,
medical imaging and intelligent content & media.
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Company
CENTRE TECNOLÒGIC
DE TELECOMUNICACIONS
DE CATALUNYA (CTTC)
http://www.cttc.cat
Contact
mwc19@cttc.cat
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 13
Sectors
Connected Car / Industry
Systems/ 4.0 Industry / Smart
cities / TIC

CTTC is a non-profit R&D center established
by the Government of Catalonia. Fundamental,
applied research, and technology transfer
activities focus on communication technologies,
infrastructure and services, and geomatics. The
CTTC offers an extensive portfolio of:
- research and innovation services (incl.
contracts, technology alliances, standards
support, feasibility studies, license
agreements, training)
- experimental platforms
- products and solutions
The Center has an outstanding record track of
participation in publicly funded R&D programs
(H2020) and contracts with the industry (e.g.,
vendors, operators, utilities).

Company
CLOUBITY ENTERPRISE
MOBILITY S.L.
http://www.cloubity.com
Contact
marketing@cloubity.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 6
Sectors
Business solutions / Mobility,
transport, logistics / Retail/
e-Commerce / TIC

In CLOUBITY we develop APPS for your business, directly connected to your ERP system
(SAGE, SAP Business One). It’s an easy-to-use
software that doesn’t require to be installed in your
system. Just download the APP and start to work.
Our unique system provides an ultimate solution to
your business.
Our APPS will fill the lack of functionality that you
need in your daily basics for your business. Our job
is to constantly evolve our solutions that will meet
your user’s needs at the highest level.
Our APPS Cloud Xpenses, Logstic One, Pipeline,
Catalog One and Flexible Retribution are part of
the portfolio of CLOUBITY solutions.
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Company
CIGO
www.smart-cigo.com
Contact
info@smart-cigo.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 12
Sectors
Business solutions / Connected
Car / Mobility, transport, logistics /
Smart cities

Cigo offers high-tech differential software solutions
to smart mobility problems deployed on top of our
own proprietary mobility management platform.
Our route optimisation applications help reduce:
- Operational time by automatising tasks
- Number of vehicles needed in fleets and total
mileage reduction.
- Poor communication between drivers and
managers.
Some of the sectors in which our customers come
from range from: Distribution and logistics, Bike/
Moto-sharing, Tourism, shopper marketing, etc.
We customise solutions based on our core routing
technology considering customers own particular
needs.
Cigo is a Spin-Off from Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya focused on Big Data and high-end
routing algorithms.

Company
CODITRAMUNTANA S.L
https://coditramuntana.com/ca

CodiTramuntana is a team of software developers
experienced in iOS, Android platforms that provide
high value when developing custom apps and
backend application web.

Contact
info@coditramuntana.com

Focused in technological challenges, dealing
with complex applications, iOT integrations, web
developments counting with our own graphic disigners
to develop them.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 3
Sectors
Mobility, transport, logistics /
Retail/ e-Commerce / Sports / TIC

Our development knowledge includes Swift, Kotlin,
Ruby on Rails, Flutter (Dart), Php,... applications.
We provide software development services to
businesses for a wide range of industry sectors and
outsourcing software.
Also, we’ve developed a mobile product, Suitevent,
apps for all types of events (Congresses, Festivals,
Corporate Events).
Companies we are working, Festina, Johnson
Controls-Hitachi, Sónar, Metalogenia, LabCircuits,
Ribas y Asociados.

Company
CONFLUENCIA & ATLANTIS
BY CATALONIA MOBILE
www.confluencia.eu
Contact
pmartinez@confluencia.eu
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 45
Sectors
Business solutions / Connected
Car / Health / Retail/ e-Commerce

Confluencia: Mobile apps on demand. Health:
Alzheimer “estic amb tu”, and sedentary
management with UVIC. Industry: Music remote
management with Ecler Audio. Apps4communities
for Corporate, Business, Social and ewwents.
Apps for City halls: calendars, possible incidents,
and internal communication tools and for citizens.
Webfactory Services.
Atlantis: if you’re the owner of a motorcycle, a car,
a motorhome, a livestock or whatever it is that
moves and that you want to track, we enhance
the bond between you and your product. We have
apps solutions for you to share your positions,
routes and impressions, share your experiences.

Company
DDC DRONES DE CARRERAS
www.dronesdecarreras.com
Contact
events@dronesdecarreras.com
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 5

Drones De Carreras (DDC) main activity is
organizing drone related events and running
drone races by providing the technological
infrastructure (DDC-TECH: chrono + 8X real time
vídeo) and adding the know-how acquired in
recent years in national as well as international
races. DDC is also the entity that holds together
the largest number of drone racing pilots in
Spain: more than 3,000 enthusiats.

Sectors
Drones

Catalunya Mobile: 50 companies, marketplace
300 Apps.
28
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Company
CONNECTIVITY
https://connectivity.es/
Contact
mwc19@connectivity.es
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 27
Sectors
Business solutions / Mobility,
Trasport and Logistics / TIC /
Tourism

Connectivity is a young operator with a different
philosophy based on customer service. We
offer unlimited connectivity services, having
thousands of active users around the world.
We are specialized in IoT projects. You can have
your own brand/logo printed on your SIM cards
and as the provider name on the screen of your
devices.

Company
DRONPIXEL - BLAUPIXEL
www.dronpixel.com
www.blaupixel.com

The qualities that define Connectivity are
competitive prices with the best service and no
minimum period contracts.

Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 4

Connectivity offers as well other connectivity
solutions (VoIP, International Calls, Global
Numbering, BYOD) and a special follow-up
supporting any eventuality that arises.

Sectors
Drones

Contact
info@dronpixel.com
info@blaupixel.com

Dronpíxel is a company that develops two
activities, first as Drone operator, making
audiovisual works (DRONPIXEL®) for tourist
promotion, corporate publicity, etc. and
secondly developing custom Cloud/Web
programimng solutions (BLAUPIXEL®) and
marketing online services. We continuously
innovate to offer technological services with a
real base of application in the society, industry
and in the new digital economy.

Company
FIBRACAT (Alta Tecnologia En
Comunicacions S.L.)
https://www.fibracat.cat
Contact
info@fibracat.cat

Born in 2013, Fibracat is the first global
telecommunications operator with 100%
Catalan capital. It’s mobile phone coverage
reaches all of Spain and the 10 largest cities in
the country will have Fibracat in 2021.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 31

After being a pioneer in Spain to bring at homes
1,000 Mbps and position Manresa as the city
with the fastest Internet in Europe, Fibracat is
since 2017 the fourth FULL mobile operator in
the market.

Sectors
Business solutions / Industry
systems/ 4.0 Industry / Smart cities
/ TIC

Fibracat TV offers the most complete television
content on the market, with a revolutionary
application whereby users can retrieve any
broadcast up to a week ago with just one click.

Company
FLEXXIBLE IT
https://www.flexxible.com/
Contact
lindseym@flexxible.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 10
Sectors
Education / Energy, water and resources
/ Health / Public services/ e-Government

Flexxible IT helps organizations implement Smart
Workspaces based on Citrix technology and
to deliver the best user experience. We allow
our clients to manage their digital workspace
infrastructure on-premise or in the cloud by
providing fast, automated secure delivery of
Citrix Workspaces, and simplified day-to-day
management via a single console. We have over
10 years’ experience in developing, deploying
and supporting digital workspace solutions. Our
product is available as an integrated appliance
with HPE OEM hardware, or as software only.
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Company
FINDTHATLEAD
www.findthaelead.com
Contact
info@findthatlead.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 7
Sectors
Business solutions / Marketing and
advertising / TIC

FindThatLead is a company that aims to
contribute to the overall improvement of
businesses and the economy by supporting
entrepreneurs helping them to find their best
customers or their investors and corporations
to expand their visibility. No more prospecting
work. FindThatLead scales your lead generation
for sales and growth.

Company
FLYAWAY
www.flyaway.es
Contact
info@flyaway.es
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 9
Sectors
Drones

FlyAway Services is one of the main distributors
of drones in Spain. With experience in the
sector since its creation, we advise our clients
on how to implement this new technology in
their productive processes. Large firms trust
our services, both public and private. We advise
companies and organizations from areas as
diverse as construction, engineering, geology,
cinematography or defense and security. Our
new challenge for the future is to join drones
and augmented reality & AI. Always at the
technological forefront, we look for more
innovative and productive applications every
day, generating a great value.

Company
FOOT ANALYTICS, S.L.
www.footanalytics.net
Contact
info@footanalytics.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 5
Sectors
Marketing and advertising / Retail/
e-Commerce / Smart cities / Tourism

Foot Analytics is a startup company based
in Barcelona and specialized in wifi analytics.
Our Big Data platform ingests and process
smartphone signals to gain analytics and
provide people traffic and behavior available in
real time. Our platform ingests daily millions of
rows providing from a network of more than
1.500 wifi access points in more than 1.000
different venues in different countries. We
provide the only “plug and play” solution, in the
market to TOP companies in different verticals
as Retail a QSR Chains, Automotive Brands and
Smart Cities.

Company
FREESPACE DRONE EVENTS BARCELONA DRONE WORLD CUP
www.eventsfreespace.com

Freespace Drone Events is committed
to consolidate Giant Drone Racing as a
mainstream sport and entertainment. Organizer
of the FAI Barcelona Drone World Cup.

Contact
roger@freespaceracing.com
magi@freespaceracing.com
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 10
Sectors
Drones
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Company
FORCEMANAGER
www.forcemanager.com
Contact
info@forcemanager.net
Stand
Congress Square CS30
Sectors
Business solutions / Retail/
e-Commerce

ForceManager is a mobile CRM and an intelligent
solution for sales teams in the field, designed to
make sales more efficient when done outside the
office. The mobile solution provides superior ease
of use and works as an independent product,
or as an accelerator that can be incorporated
to an existing CRM. After the acquisition of the
Italian company Sellf, ForceManager integrates
both Artificial Intelligence to its features and
gaming routines to the platform, offering a holistic
solution and creating the personal sales assistant
of the future.

Company
FUNDACIÓ EURECAT
http://www.eurecat.org
Contact
mwc@eurecat.org
robotica@eurecat.org (Drone Zone)

Eurecat is tthe Technology Centre of Catalonia.
Providing the industrial and business sector with
differential technology and advanced expertise, we
offer solutions to their innovation needs and boosts
their competitiveness in a fast-paced environment.

Some of our latest technologies:
-- Analytics and Big Data architectures for geospatial
datasets, social media, user profiling and context
based recommendation.
Stand
-- Applied Artificial intelligence
Congress Square CS20 - 10
-- Blockchain and smartcontracts
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 1
-- Digital twins
-- Authentication systems based on biometric
Sectors
recognition.
Drones / Industry 4.0 / Artificial
-- 3D immersive binaural sound.
Intelligence / ICT Sector / Connected Car -- 3D reconstruction from mobile photographs.
/ Cibersecurity, IoT & Biosensors, Health In the field of drones:
Industry / Smart Cities / Energy, water
-- Applied-research, mainly navigation, control, vision and
perception and heterogeneous multi-robot systems
and resources / Retail, Multimedia /
-- Advanced solutions in Infrastructure Inspection,
Business solutions / Mobility, transport
Security and Emergency services, agriculture,
and logistics / Sports / Design Industries.
Construction and Cultural Heritage,…

Company
FUNDACIÓ I2CAT
www.i2cat.net/en
Contact
info@i2cat.net

The i2CAT Foundation is a non-profit research
and innovation center that promotes missiondriven R&D activities on advanced Internet
architectures, applications and services.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 11

15 years of international research define
our expertise in the fields of 5G, IoT, VR
and Immersive Technologies, Cybersecurity,
Blockchain, Open Big Data and AI.

Sectors
Connected Car / Mobility,
transport and logistics / TIC /
Smart cities

The center partners with companies, public
administration, the academia and end-users to
leverage this knowledge in order to meet real
society and business challenges.

Company
GLOBAL LEGAL DATA S.L.
www.legal-data.net
Contact
global@legal-data.net
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 32
Sectors
Business solutions / Industry
systems/ 4.0 Industry / TIC

Global Legal Data® is a legal firm, founded
in Barcelona in 1999, dedicated to the
professional practice of information technology
and communications law. From the beginning
we had the idea of creating a specialised firm,
based on the continuous study of innovations
in the legal and technological sectors and
an analysis of new trends in the information
society, in order to offer the best service to
our public and private clients. Currently a
team of dedicated multilingual professionals,
specialising in innovation and new technologies
with extensive experience, ongoing training and
business knowledge, they continue to strive for
excellence. At Global Legal Data® we think and
work globally, and our goal is to be the leader in
global digital law.
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Company
GEPROM SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
www.geprom.com
Contact
info@geprom.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 17
Sectors
Energy, water and resources
/ Food industry / Industry/ 4.0
Industry / Mobility, transport and
logistics / Smart Cities / Sports /
TIC

Geprom is an innovative and dynamic
engineering company dedicated to the
development and integration of technological
solutions of high added value within the industry
4.0 and industrial automation. Our mission is
to provide innovative technological solutions to
help our clients be more competitive, facilitating
the way towards the fourth industrial revolution.
We tackle the transformation of our clients
towards the 4.0 industry and the digitalisation of
the factory; and we have developed projects for
monitoring and control of production in real time
in top 10 clients of the automation sector and
other industries.

Company
GOMAPI
gomapi.io
Contact
info@gomapi.io
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 14
Sectors
Business solutions / Mobility,
transport and logistics

At Gomapi, we know that maps help connect
people to each other and to the world around
them. That’s why we want to make maps
better, safer and faster with the world’s first
decentralized digital mapping network.
By leveraging today’s blockchain technology,
we are building an updatable map with a partly
Open-sourced API. At Gomapi we believe that
we can make mapping accesible to everyone
from early-stage startups to big corporations.
Gomapi won’t monetize your data and is built to
be cheaper and faster than current solutions.
 y joining forces with the community from
B
developers and geo-experts to businesses and
public services, we’re growing a blockchain
solution for digital mapping at an enterprise level.

Company
GOO APPS S.L.
https://gooapps.net/
Contact
info@gooapps.net
eric@gooapps.net
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 16
Sectors
4.0 Industry / Food industry /
Health / Mobility, transport and
logistics

Goo Apps is a custom software development
company. We are specialized in the consultancy
and development of fully-customized B2B
mobile applications.
We make the digitalization of the processes
possible through our services of mobile
consulting, design and development of iOS and
Android applications.
We believe in an interconnected network world
therefore we create a worldwide global services
team with our partnership Shockoe.
We provide together consulting, strategic
and advising support, mobile applications,
progressive web apps, IoT and wearables and
virtual and augmented reality.

Company
GUMS UP S.L
www.gumsup.com
Contact
contact@gumsup.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 36
Sectors
B2C / Loyalty / Marketing / Mobile
/ Software

From Gums Up we’ve created “Smart Rewards”,
a loyalty system for companies, based on the
mobile and the digital products. It is a platform
of rewards where the brand can reward its
clients for their loyalty.
In our system, the client accumulates some
points that can be exchanged for thousands
of gifts. These types of solutions have already
worked in the market, but we are specialized on
the digital products, offering to the clients the
gifts they really want like apps, games, music...
in an international level. To that end, we partner
with the main online stores: Apple, GooglePlay,
Amazon, Xbox, Nintendo & Playstation.
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Company
GOYOU
https://goyou.socialyou.es/
Contact
goyou_mwc19@socialyou.es
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 40
Sectors
Business solutions / Marketing
and advertising / TIC

GoYou is a revolutionary new way of recruiting
online digital and technological profiles in
Barcelona and Madrid. It has a database of
more than 65,000 highly qualified and validated
specialists and this allows you to find the ideal
candidate without having to post job ads and
review hundreds of CVs. You just need to apply
the filters and keywords you need in the GoYou
search engine and the system will show you
only candidates that meet all the requirements
you have requested. And all this by saving 60%
compared to other online recruitment tools.

Company
HEMAV
www.hemav.com
Contact
nfigueres@hemav.com
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 8
Sectors
Drones

Hemav is a technology company offering data
analytics through Artificial Intelligence, boosted
by the use of drone and satellite images. HEMAV
has built a unique system based on Artificial
Intelligence using calibrated precision drone and
others data information to bring knowledge to
agriculture and utilities industries.

Company
HERTA
www.herta.ai
Contact
info@hertasecurity.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 30
Sectors
Public services/ e-Government /
Smart cities TIC

Herta is a world leader in the development
of cutting edge facial recognition solutions.
Based in Barcelona and with offices in Madrid,
London and Los Angeles, the company offers
fast, accurate, robust, end-customer oriented
solutions for video surveillance, access
control, and marketing requirements.
International projects include safe-cities,
airports, train and metro stations, prisons,
banks, casinos, sports stadiums, shopping
malls, military, police and forensic applications.
Herta has partners in 50 countries and more
than 150 certified integrators globally.

Company
INTESIS
www.intesis.com
Contact
ecastilla@intesis.com
Stand
Congress Square CS30
Sectors
Business solutions / Industry
systems/ 4.0 Industry / Smart
cities / TIC
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Company
INSURANCE MARKET
APPLICATIONS SOLUTIONS
AND DEVELOPMENT (IMASD)
www.insclaim.net
Contact
info@insclaim.net
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 37
Sectors
Connected Car / Mobility, transport
and logistics / Public services/
eGovernment / Smart Cities

Insclaim is an application for smartphones and
tablets used to formalize Automobile Accident
Reports/Claims after getting into an accident

Company
IQUADRAT INFORMATICA S.L.
www.iquadrat.com

What features does it have?
- Can be downloaded from the Apple Store or
Google Play
- To use it for all vehicles he/she usually drives
- Simplifies formalization of the Accident Report
- Takes photos of the vehicles involved in the
accident (location, license plates, traffic signs,
tyre markings, road signage, etc.)
- Identifies exact place of accident by geolocation
- Allows for digital signature within the App itself
- Automatically e-mails the Accident Report
once completed

Contact
david@iquadrat.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 4
Sectors
Smart Cities / TIC

Founded in 2000, Intesis is today a leader in
design, fabrication and commercialization of
innovative solutions for building automation.
With its HQ in Igualada (Barcelona) Spain,
Sales Office in Chicago USA and customers in
more than 90 countries, Intesis offers a wide
portfolio of products, as the result of a continued
commitment to and investment in R&D, based
on a highly qualified team. Since 2016, Intesis
has been a part of the HMS Group IntesisBox®,
the most advanced gateway solutions for
Home and Building integration, using standard
protocols such as KNX, Modbus, BACnet,
LonWorks, M-Bus, ASCII, DALI and WiFi among
others (www.intesisbox.com)
IntesisHome®, The HVAC IoT solution for home
and facility management through Smartphone,
tablet or PC. (www.intesishome.com).

Iquadrat has implemented an end-to-end IoT cloud
platform that employs various 5G key enablers,
including multi-access edge computing (MEC)
that brings application hosting from centralized
datacentres down to the network edge for lower
latency, and network function virtualization (NFV)
for dynamic network configuration based on the
traffic. To showcase the significant benefits of our
IoT platform compared to current technologies, we
will demonstrate a smart building in which various
IoT sensors and actuators ensure comfortable
conditions with secure and fast property entry.
Finally, an energy orchestrator makes energy sharing
decisions with neighbouring buildings, contributing
to an increased neighbourhood energy efficiency.
You are more than welcome to join our stand to
discuss in detail about our innovative solutions!
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Company
KOMPYTE
www.kompyte.com
Contact
kompyte@kompyte.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 15
Sectors
Business solutions / Marketing
and advertising / TIC

Kompyte is a tracking software that sends
real-time alerts when your competitors make
changes to their websites, products, and
digital marketing campaigns.
Kompyte also automates competitor reporting
and helps companies identify not only what
their competitors are up to, but also identifies
what’s working for them. Companies then
leverage these insights to improve their own
product, marketing & sales strategy.

Company
LA MAMMA NETWORKS
www.mammamobile.com
Contact
info@mammamobile.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 11
Sectors
Games and entertainment /
Marketing and advertising / Retail/
e-Commerce / TIC

La Mamma Networks is a provider of mobile
content and infotainment services, above all
in countries within Africa and South East Asia,
but also in Spain and the EU. We are looking
for companies that can provide promotional
distribution for our mobile content services as
well as digital content providers and mobile app
developers with whom to run joint promotions.
Within the group we also have the following
services:
- Various videogame development studios (for
both PC and mobile)
- An influencer marketing marketplace and
technology provider (You Tube and Instagram)
- A digital advertising agency
- A chatbot development studio
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Company
KRITER SOFTWARE, S.L.
www.kriter.net
Contact
info@kriter.net
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 28
Sectors
Business solutions / Marketing and
advertising / Retail/ e-Commerce / TIC

RepCamp is a powerful CRM mobility app that
provides the sales reps with all the information
needed to carry out a productive commercial
management. From leads acquisition and
opportunity management to a complete
customer overview combined with a rich catalog
that incorporates complex price rules to close
deals in situ. It will help you connect with your
customers in whole new level, get to know them
better, provide better service and increase your
sales while reducing human errors when taking
and processing orders. It is available on the
Cloud (pay as you need) or On-Premise (license
based).

Company
LIFEVIT
www.lifevit.es
Contact
info@lifevit.es
raul.villuendas@lifevit.es
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 38
Sectors
Health

Diagnose, prevent, manage and monitor our
vital signs.
Store your data, check your history and
statistics, share your information with your
family and doc¬tors. Follow the evolution of
your measurements, detects possible changes
or improvements to your health. Set alarms to
warn if a value is out of the ordinary.
Set yourself goals and visualize as you get to the
goals you’ve set. All this connectivity focusing
on a single platform: LifeVit.
Unique web and app where you can view all
your information where, when and wherever you
want. Secure and confidential access to all your
measu¬rements from Lifevit devices.

Company
LÚCID DESIGN AGENCY
www.lucid.pro
Contact
info@lucid.pro
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 25
Sectors
-

LÚCID is a global design partner building
sustainable business strategies. A Barcelona
based design firm made of 25 award-winning
designers, with a service’s architecture that
goes from Research & Strategy to the main
design disciplines: Product, Brand, Digital and
Service design. Our aim is to empower people
and organisations to reach their best through
global design strategies. Following our own
creative method, based on a forward-thinking
vision and User Centered Design process, we
embrace innovation as the engine for business
improvement. We are the triggers of innovation.
We are your Design Intelligence.

Company
MOBILEKNOWLEDGE
(AVANT STUDIO PROYECTOS S.L.)
www.themobileknowledge.com
Contact
mk@themobileknowledge.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 24
Sectors
4.0 Industry / m-Banking/ m-Wallet/
Fintech / Mobility, transport and
logistics / Smart cities

MobileKnowledge is a team of HW, SW and
system engineers, experts in smart, connected
and secure technologies for the IoT world.
We are your ideal engineering consultant for
any specific support in connection with your
IoT and NFC developments. We design and
develop secure HW systems, embedded FW,
mobile phone and secure cloud applications.
Our services include: Secure Hardware design,
Embedded software development, NFC antenna
design and evaluation, NFC Wearables, EMV
L1 pre-certification support, Mobile and cloud
application development, and Secure e2e
system design.
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Company
MABRIAN TECHNOLOGIES
www.mabrian.com
Contact
info@mabrian.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 2
Sectors
Market Intelligence for the
tourism industry

Mabrian Technologies provides Travel
intelligence to all type of tourist companies and
smart destinations. Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning applied to touristic Big Data,
allow Mabrian’s own developed algorithms to
understand and predict behaviour patterns on
a global scale. This is possible by aggregating
and cross-analyzing different data sources
such as flight searches, flights and hotel prices,
bookings, behaviour in Social Networks, geolocation and spending in a destination.

Company
MOREAPP FORMULARIOS S.L.
https://moreapp.com/es/
Contact
info@moreapp.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 19
Sectors
Design industry / Energy, water and
resources / Health / Public services/
e-Government

MoreApp offers software to create digital forms
with the aim of capturing data on location.
Companies can create any type of form, importexport data and manage their users. Employees
or clients will use the app for Android, iOS and
Web to fill in the forms, even offline! Once the
form is sent, an email with a PDF document will
be send. Business save time and paper with
less administration tasks.
Currently, MoreApp is located in Barcelona,
Rotterdam and Berlin, trying to give the best
support to their users in: English, Spanish,
Dutch, German, Portuguese, French, Arabic
and Russian.

Company
NEARBY SENSORS S.L.
www.nearbycomputing.com
Contact
contact@nearbycomputing.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 18
Sectors
Connected Car / Industry system/
4.0 Industry / Smart cities / TIC

NEARBY SENSORS is a services company
specialized in the implementation of Edge/Fog
Computing deployments in the 5G and IoT field,
where a large number of systems, devices,
protocols and data applications need a common
orchestration and management layer. Nearby
Computing is able to secure and accelerate
projects through the implantation of its own
model-driven services platform, jointly compliant
with ETSI MEC and ETSI MANO architectures,
and working on top of best-in-class products
from market-leading vendors. Nearby
Computing has proved its value by successfully
performing projects in very diverse sectors:
Smart Cities, connected car, manufacturing
industries and utilities.

Company
NPAW (Nice People At Work)
www.nicepeopleatwork.com
Contact
info@nicepeopleatwork.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 8
Sectors
Business solutions / Games and
entertainment / Multimedia /
Sports

NPAW is a big data and business intelligence
company helping the online video industry
make smart, data-driven decisions to
maximize revenue. Our advanced, agile, and
highly scalable YOUBORA Suite analytics
infrastructure enables content providers to fully
understand their platform performance and
audience behavior to overcome technical and
operational challenges and build personalized,
engaging media experiences to grow. Privately
held and with VC backing, NPAW was founded
in 2008 and has offices in Barcelona and New
York, and teams throughout the world.
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Company
NOTIX GESTIÓN Y
DESARROLLOS S.L.
www.notyx.com
Contact
notixsl@gmail.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 42
Sectors
Games and entertainment

Notix Gestión y Desarrollos SL is a company
founded in 2014 with the aim of developing
applications and games for Android. Thanks
to our ASO experts, we have positioned
some of our applications on the top; such
as “Word Search”, who with more than 50
milion downloads is one of the most succesfull
entertainment apps. Also, we have developed
versions of the games 2048, Bubble Shooter
or Puzzle that have stood out in their respective
categories.

Company
ORAIN TECHNOLOGIES S.L.
https://orain.io
Contact
contact@orain.io
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 35
Sectors
m-Banking/ m-Wallet/ Fintech /
Retail / e-Commerce / TIC

Orain is an IoT network of self-service machines
that enables human-machine communication
through AI based chat and BI platform. Born as
a response to vending market needs for mobile
payments, customer service automation and
geolocated marketing, Orain became a one
stop shop of IoT social payments, including
smart fridges, office coffee service’s, self-service
laundries, parkings, appliances and others.
Some of top features of Orain dashboard for
machine operators are business manager,
campaigns, promotions, automatic invoicing
and issue response while users can interact with
machines through an app and enjoy cashless
payments and a seamless, personalised and
more human experience.

Company
PLAYMOTIV
www.playmotiv.com
Contact
manel.cervera@playmotiv.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 23
Sectors
Business solutions / Education / Games
and entertainment / Retail/ e-Commerce

We transform sales teams. Using gamification
as a tool, with virtual adventures linked to
actual targets, we motivate to strive for the right
goals, while training and providing feedback to
the participants. All in an automated platform
connected to a mobile app that will lead
the players through the adventure. We have
extensive experience on consumer goods
companies, achieving 16 % increase sales
average. Playmotiv. Fun and results.

Company
SEGUCOM EUROPE S.L
www.segucom.net
Contact
mwc2019@segucom.net
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 46
Sectors
Business solutions / Mobility,
transport and logistics / Smart
cities / TIC

SEGUCOM is a company specialized in developing
technology to create trusted electronic objects and
their corresponding long-term trust archive.
We provide long-term trusted archive services in
the cloud.
Free technology based on public standards
guarantee the reversibility, perpetuity and
intelligibility.
You can apply our technology to provide trust to a
picture taken on a mobile device or to a message
for traffic lights control or to audit and archive
actions generated by external systems, IoT…
Visit us to see several productive examples built on
our technology that implement insurance cases,
rental transactions, security rounds supervision,
cleaning and repairs works, delivery actions...
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Company
RCM SOFTWARE SL
www.bi4web.com
Contact
jserrano@rcm.es
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 6
Sectors
Business solutions / Industry
systems/ 4.0 Industry / Smart
cities / TIC

BI4Web converts the data in Knowledge.
BI4Web is a software that allows to extract,
integrate, analyze and publish on the web, the
information from any data source (Big-Data,
Web Services, RDMBS, Social Networks, etc.).
BI4Web allows companies to manage the full
potential of their data to provide their team
with the information and knowledge necessary
to make decisions in an agile, dynamic and
efficient way.
BI4Web allows you to easily generate projects
of: Business Intelligence, IoT, Smart Cities,
Industry 4.0, Web portals for customers,
suppliers, etc.

Company
SENSE4CARE
www.sense4care.com
Contact
info@sense4care.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 22
Sectors
Health / TIC

Based in Barcelona, Sense4Care is a leader
R+D company specialized in designing,
manufacturing, and marketing wearables and
medical devices focused on the identification of
movement patterns on persons, with the aim of
improving quality of life of people with special
care requirements.
Our solutions include wearable systems capable
to monitor and identify falls, events, postures,
and motor symptoms related to specific human
conditions, specially people with movement
disorders or the elderly.
Sense4Care offers specialized services such as
participation in projects in the field of e-Health,
integration of our products in global platforms,
or specific designed solutions with inertial
wearable systems.

Company
SENSEFIELDS
www.sensefields.com
Contact
amichael@sensefields.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 34
Sectors
Connected Car / Mobility, transport and
logistics / Smart cities

Serving the latest needs of the intelligent mobility
landscape worldwide, Sensefields technology
is transforming the mobility management field
contributing to a citizen-friendlier future. Based
on the IoT, and using cutting edge wireless
communication systems that detect and process
real-time trafﬁc data, Senseﬁelds offers versatile
solutions within a great variety of wise cities,
connected roads, smart parking and intelligent
airport and port applications.
Taking advantage of the pioneering expertise in
the road infrastructure industry, Sensefields is
now revolutionising the connected vehicle field
by offering advanced telematics services and
heading towards V2X – Vehicle to Everything –
solutions that are shaping our MaaS environment.

Company
SHOOTR
www.shootr.com
Contact
hello@shootr.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 9

Shootr is the ultimate chat for TV. A brand new
chat-overlay for apps and web videos that
enhances the audience experience, increases
engagement, app retention, and provides new
revenue streams for Media and Telcos.
Since 2016 we’ve been building and testing
our product with the input from different media
partners. At this moment our goal is to expand
in international markets with the latest version of
the product.

Sectors
Multimedia / TIC
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Company
SERVICETONIC S.L.
www.servicetonic.com
Contact
mwc@servicetonic.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 3
Sectors
Business solutions / Public
services/ e-Government / Smart
cities

ServiceTonic S.L., a Spanish company based
in Barcelona, provides service management
software solutions that help companies and
organizations being more competitive.
Our solutions can be implemented in all types
of services including IT Service Management,
Managed Services, Customer Service and
Enterprise Service Management (for business
areas that want to be managed in a serviceoriented way).
ServiceTonic intelligently connects the different
parts that make up a service: Service provider
team, customers and assets, including those
assets with no-connectivity thanks to our
QRtonic solution.
We let you manage your services in a simple
way, anywhere, any time and from any device.

Company
SITMOBILE
https://www.sitmobile.com/
Contact
marta.serra@sopranodesign.com
rafael.delrio@sopranodesign.com
tejal.ranjan@sopranodesign.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 39
Sectors
Commerce/ Retail/ e-Commerce
/ m-Banking/ m-Wallet/ Fintech /
Marketing and advertising / Public
services/ e-Government

SITmobile, owned by Soprano Design, offers an
enterprise-grade messaging software designed
to enable multi-channel mobile marketing. With
offices located in Asia, Americas, and Europe,
SITmobile provides a scalable, proven carriergrade messaging platform with a demonstrated
ability to handle SMS volume spikes and
maintain low SMS and MMS message delivery.
Our award-winning cloud-based platform is
used by over 1,000 government and enterprise
customers for digital transformation omnichannel communication. It is fully equipped
with a suite of smart APIs and development kits
that are flexible and easy to use for enterprise
system integration.

Company
SITEP
www.sitep.com
Contact
info@sitep.com
Stand
Drones Hall 8.0 G1- 2
Sectors
Drones

Sitep is a GIS & ICT engineering specializing in
consultancy, development and implementation
of custom-made computer systems for
management of territory. Twenty years of
collaboration with public entities and private
companies endorse us as specialists in the
treatment, analysis and implementation of
geographic information. The knowledge gained
has allowed us to develop a Mobile Mapping
division focused on integral engineering projects,
providing innovative solutions to customers in
multiple sectors. Starting from the customer’s
needs, we provide comprehensive project
management, from the design of the aerial
platform to the delivery of the processed data.

Company
TAURUS GROUP
www.taurus-home.com
www.mycook.es
Contact
mwc19@taurus.es
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 1
Sectors
Industry systems/ 4.0 Industry / Health
/ Food Industry

Taurus Group creates small home appliances
designed to help households around the world on
a daily basis, since 1962. We are happy to facilitate
people’s household tasks so that they can enjoy
more time for what is truly important.
As a global and modern company we focus on
adapting our products to new technologies and
consumer habits and we are ready to integrate
concepts such as IoT, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data,
Voice Control, among others.
Taurus Mycook Touch is the most technologically
advanced kitchen robot on the market, including
Wi-Fi connection, multi-device connectivity, voice
control, fully guided cooking mode, nutritional content
algorithms and integrated online users’ community.
Discover with Taurus Group the future of home
appliances through our connected products!
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Company
SLASHMOBILITY
https://slashmobility.com/
Contact
marketing@slashmobility.com
Stand
Congress Square CS30
Sectors
Business solutions / Education / TIC

Innovative solutions company Mobile Corporate
founded in 2010 whose mission is focused
on accelerating the technological digitalization
of society. SlashMobility has a team of +70
professionals who have developed +1,000
solutions for +150 clients in its headquarters
in Madrid, Barcelona and London. It offers
services from the ideation, conceptualization
and development of mobile solutions, integrated
with emerging technologies such as IOT,
Blockchain, AI and VR. In addition, it offers
recruitment, loyalty and IT talent promotion
services. SlashMobility has an investment fund
in startups (Bloomium) and its own line of B2E
digital products (Kokoro Studio).

Company
THE CONSTRUCT
www.theconstructsim.com
Contact
rtellez@theconstructsim.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 4
Sectors
Industry systems/ 4.0 Industry / TIC

Let’s be 100 million robot developers! The
Construct provides an online development
environment for programming robots
without requiring to have a single robot. Our
environment allows to program the robots and
test the programs directly in the simulations
provided, and then transfer to the real robot.
Everything is web based and can be used in any
type of computer.
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Company
TICKELIA
https://www.tickelia.com/en
Contact
atencioncliente@tickelia.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 49

Tickelia is an integrated solution for controlling
travel and allowance expenses quickly and
dynamically, from a single platform that is
connected to your business management system.
Tickelia integrates the expenses control process,
eliminating paper, manual processing, wasted time
and potential fraud. In addition, Tickelia obtains the
invoices corresponding to the processed receipts
to reclaim the VAT.

Sectors
Business solutions / Fintech / TIC

Company
VALIDATED ID
www.validatedid.com
Contact
pol.fananas@validatedid.com
Stand
Congress Square CS30
Sectors
Technology / IT / eSignature /
Digital Identity / Blockchain /
Cibersecurity / Legaltech /

Validated ID helps businesses bring security,
trust, efficiency and legal compliance to
customer identity verification and to agreements
in digital environments.
With ViDSigner we offer a SaaS multichannel
electronic signature platform that combines the
security of cryptographic technology, biometrics
and easy use from email certification to website
and mobile integrations, smartcard and
handwritten face to face signing on tablet.
With ViDChain we provide a decentralized
self-sovereign digital identity service based on
Blockchain, for digital procedures involving
identity verification such as online customer
onboarding.
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Company
TRAVELPERK
https://www.travelperk.com/
Contact
sophie@travelperk.com
mira@travelperk.com
Stand
Digital Planet Hall 8.1 A63 - 14
Sectors
Mobility, transport and logistics

TravelPerk is a next-generation travel booking
and management platform pioneering the future
of corporate travel. TravelPerk offers the world’s
largest travel inventory, powerful management
features and 24/7 travel support, allowing
companies of any size to effortlessly manage the
entire process in one place. Thanks to stateof-the-art technology, “consumer-level” design
and a revolutionary business model, TravelPerk
is transforming the business travel experience
for both travelers and administrators worldwide.
Backed by world-class investors including Spark
Capital, investors in Slack, Trello, and Twitter,
TravelPerk now has the buy-in to take the
pain out of business travel with a revolutionary
solution that just works.

Company
VINTEGRISTECH
http://www.vintegris.tech
Contact
samantha.rojo@vintegris.com
Stand
Congress Square CS30
Sectors
Business solutions / m-Banking/
m-Wallet/ Fintech / Public services /
e-Government / TIC

nebulaSUITE is the complete solution in mobility
for digital identity on the market, providing
organisations with the infrastructure for digital
certificates (issuance and administration) and
qualified digital signatures through cloud-based
services, protected by robust authentication.
Includes:
- A PKI platform and a certification authority
(vinCAsign)
- A solution to manage Digital Certificates
(nebulaCERT)
- A SaaS Inventory Certificate platform
(nebulaDISCOVER)
- A centralised management system for
administrative telematic notifications
(nebulaSNE). Available only in Spain
- A Digital Signatures solution (nebulaSIGN)
- A solution to manage Access to the Systems of
your organisation (nebulaACCESS).

Company
VISYON (ESTUDIO BAY, S.L.)
www.visyon360.com
Contact
info@visyon360.com
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 29
Sectors
Business solutions / Multimedia
/ TIC

VISYON is an award-winning company
empowering innovation through emerging
technologies & creative solutions.
We are experts in XR and emerging technologies,
i.e. VR, AR, MR, interactive projections &
immersive experiences. Through the creation of
premium immersive video productions & realtime animation, bespoke software & scalable
proprietary frameworks, and the deployment of
location-based VR & immersive installations, we
provide new and innovative tools for businesses.
VISYON makes available to brands, agencies,
national & international organizations, a wealth of
experience & knowledge, and offers innovative
solutions in response to their needs, in order to
create and add maximum impact and value.

Company
WAVECONTROL
www.wavecontrol.com

Professional instruments for the assessment,
measurement and monitoring of the human exposure
to electromagnetic fields (EMF), according to
international standards.

Contact
rocio-perez@wavecontrol.com

Certification: of Base Stations and other
telecommunications infrastructure.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 26

Workers’ safety: assessment of the exposure to EMF
according to the European Directive 2013/35/EU,
FCC, Safety Code 6 and other international standards
(IEC, IEEE, etc.)

Sectors
Industry systems/ 4.0 Industry

RF Personal Monitors for the protection and warning
of workers in the presence of EMFs.
Public safety and communication: systems for the
measurement, monitoring and public communication,
to build trust and avoid fear of infrastructure by means
of transparency and information.
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RF safety, BTS certification, EMF exposure
assessment, workers’ safety, Personal Monitors,
exposimeter, dosimeter.

Company
WATCHMAN DOOR SL
watchmandoor.com
Contact
mwc2019@watchmandoor.coom
Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 2
Sectors
Commerce/ Retail/ E-commerce
/ Industry systems/ 4.0 Industry /
Smart cities / TIC

Watchman Door is an innovation control access
company founded with the objective to solve
the issue of key management using electronics
locks.

Company
WHIPLASH ENTERTAINMENT, S.L.
www.whiplash.es

Our customers face the challenge of key control
and access to properties.

Contact
info@whiplash.es

Watchman Door provides the solution. We
develop keyless products whereby, access can
be gained via our app on your mobile, through
our online cloud you can view access records
and current status of any property. And not only
can you access your property, you will know
who and when, someone, has accessed or tries
to access without permission, thanks to the
sensors in our electronic locks.

Stand
Congress Square CS20 - 47
Sectors
Education / Games and entertainment
/ Marketing and advertising / Tourism

Whiplash team was the first company
which developed the simulators 360º for
entertainment, and professional propose for the
best immersive experience of their lives.
With several recognitions already behind him
as Best VR Experience at CES 2017 and MWC
2017-, Whiplash leads the future of virtual reality,
uniting image and movement, reality and fiction
in the same experience.
Always with first quality and premium materials.
The brand that Big companies trust.
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4YFN
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4YFN

Map 4YFN

4 Years From Now (4YFN), the leading startup platform in the entrepreneurship and
digital innovation field promoted by Mobile World Capital and the GSMA, presents its
6th edition of its most international event, 4YFN Barcelona 2019, which will take place
within the framework of the GSMA Mobile World Congress between 25-27 February
at Pavilion 8 in the Fira de Barcelona at Montjuïc, will gather local and international
entrepreneurs, startups and professionals working at large corporations in order to create
and launch new tech-based businesses.
4YFN Barcelona 2019 expects to attract over 20,000 visitors in an event that will see
the participation of 600 investors. Additionally, the exhibition area will welcome more
than 600 startups from 145 countries and 12 international delegations from Belgium,
Colombia, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Taiwan
and the United Kingdom.

Address:
Fira Montjuic, Hall 8
Av. Reina Maria Cristina s/n
08004 Barcelona
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The event programme also includes a total of 110 hours of content on blockchain, IoT,
tech transfer, corporate venturing and artificial intelligence, among other items. These
sessions will be chaired by 275 leading international speakers.
On the 28th February, entrepreneurs will have access to the Gran Via congress area so
they can take part in the final day of the MWC.
It is aimed at an international public, made up of start-ups, investors and executives from
large companies attending the MWC.
The Government of Catalonia is present in the 4YFN with 36 Catalan companies. With
this activity, Catalonia positions itself as one of Europe’s most recognised, dynamic and
promising start-up ecosystems.
Consult the programme here: www.4yfn.com

ICEC
ACCIÓ
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Company
ABITARI LABS, S.L.
http://www.abitari.com
Contact
ivan@abitari.com

Abitari automates hotel operations to improve
guest experience. Our products are focused
on fast check-in process, staff operations and
guest relationships. We provide a set of Apps
fully integrated between them and also with your
PMS. We are currently working with some of the
main hotel chains in Spain.

Company
ALLERGENEAT
http://www.allergeneat.com
Contact
quim.sanchez@allergeneat.com

Stand
R4 - 12

Stand
R4 - 4

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence - Machine
Learning / Cloud Computing /
Design-User Interface-UX

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence - Machine
Learning / Big Data / Design User Interface - UX

Allergeneat is a mobile application for people
with allergies, intolerants and worried about they
eat that allows to make the purchase quickly
and safely.
You will no longer have to read the labels of the
products when you make your purchase to
check if they contain any of your allergens or
intolerances.
Allergeneat tells you, depending on your profile,
whether or not you can consume the scanned
product. Whatever your allergy or intolerance.
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Company
AIRNING AIRCLAIMS S.L.
http://www.airning.com
Contact
aboar@airning.com
Stand
R4 - 3
Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-Machine
Learning / Big Data

Airning is the bridge between passengers
and airlines. We help our clients to claim
their compensations with different products.
Through IA and an OCR system, we offer
a Blockchain insurance to protect our
clients before their travel. The positive
user experience will allow to increase the
recurrence with the airline, despite of the bad
experience.

Company
ANTIDOTE
www.antidote.gg
Contact
aleix@antidote.gg
Stand
Q3.5
Sectors
Videogames / Analytics / User
Experience / eSports

Antidote is a marketplace of gameplay
experiences. A place where gamers can
exclusively play new games and monetize their
time; and studios can access a worldwide user
base to get deeper insights and analytics on
players’ experience.

Company
ATOMIAN
www.atomian.com
Contact
bcabrera@atomian.com
amarsa@atomian.com

Atomian is a technology start-up that develops
disruptive software products based on cognitive
computing (Artificial Intelligence). Atomian has
built high-value business software products
with few competitors and huge demand. We
empower organizations with unprecedented
data access tools through natural language.

Company
BOXMOTIONS
https://www.boxmotions.com/
Contact
alex.corbacho@boxmotions.com
pol.karaso@boxmotions.com

Stand
R4 - 16

Stand
R4 - 9

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-Cognitive
Computing / Business Software

Sectors
Cloud Computing / Design-User
Interface-UX

Boxmotions is an end-to-end storage service
which removes all the hassle out of conventional
self storage thanks to tech-enabled processes
and logistics. It challenges offline incumbents
upon enhancing the value proposition, this is,
instead of offering just a fixed space to store
goods, ours adapts to the space needed by
the customer on top of offering on-demand
transport to pick-up and deliver and the chance
to manage online the items stored - physical
storage in the cloud.
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Company
BIGLE LEGAL
biglelegal.com
Contact
sergio@biglelegal.com
Stand
R4 - 5
Sectors
Legaltech / Automation / Artificial
Intelligence-Machine Learning /
Big Data

Bigle Legal is a Barcelona based start-up that
is transforming the way companies manage
legal documents. Today, companies are making
their legal documents in an expensive and
inefficient way. They create their documents
either from scratch or by replicating templates
- both processes are labour and cost intensive,
and allow for human error. Bigle Legal is a
software that allows businesses to automate
the process of creating their legal documents
- eliminating human errors, while saving both
time and money. Timings with our solution are
shortened from 120 to just 10 minutes and any
risks of human errors are mitigated by 95%.
Our software automates everything in the
process: from creation of the contract, review,
shipment, digital signature and storage.

Company
BROOMX TECHNOLOGIES S.L.
http://www.broomx.com
Contact
ignasi@broomx.com
Stand
R4 - 13
Sectors
VR / AR / XR

Broomx Technologies is The Projected VR
Company, creating the most advanced tools to
share VR experiences without using headsets.
Part of the Abbey Road Red acceleration
program from Universal Music UK, their fully
immersive and social VR experience gives
people a fascinating sense of immersion in real
spaces. Currently working with B2B customers
such as Catalonia Hotels & Resorts, Las
Vegas Convention & Visitors Authority, Vulcan
Corporation, Lego or Dentsu Japan in +15
countries in the world.

Company
CATALAN ARTS
www.catalanarts.cat
Contact
internacional.icec@gencat.cat
Stand
P3 & Q3
Sectors
Digital Culture / Books / Music /
Performing Arts / Audiovisual /
Art Galleries

Catalan Arts is the brand used by ICEC for the
international promotion of Catalan companies.
Via ICEC’s European offices network (Barcelona,
Berlin, Brussels, London and Paris) we work
on a variety of lines of action to connect,
mentor and support creative companies in their
international journey. To this end, with Catalan
Arts we strengthen the presence of Catalan
companies and creative works at international
fairs and key professional events. We also offer
all kinds of useful materials and resources to
professionals based in Catalonia seeking to
develop their projects internationally, as well as
to professionals from other countries looking
for artistic productions and willing to establish
contact with their creators and promoters.

Company
FACTORIAL
https://factorialhr.es/
Contact
malak@factorial.co
Stand
R4 - 17

Factorial is an HR & Payroll solution for small
and medium companies.
Factorial offers a combination of labor and
tax advisors with a Software platform that
allows HR Departments, business owners and
employees automate their payroll, cutting down
communication mistakes and gaining insights
into their company’s data.

Sectors
Big Data / Cloud Computing
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Company
CATALAN INSTITUTE FOR
CULTURAL COMPANIES (ICEC)
icec.gencat.cat
Contact
digital.icec@gencat.cat
ade.icec@gencat.cat
Stand
P3 & Q3
Sectors
Digital Culture / Books / Music /
Performing Arts / Audiovisual /
Art Galleries

The Catalan Institute for Cultural Companies
(ICEC) is a public institution of the Government
of Catalonia’s Ministry of Culture that looks
after the development and the consolidation
of the Catalan creative sectors as an uplift
for its professionalization. ICEC advises and
accompanies Catalan companies in their
development process in several sectors such as:
music, performing arts, visual arts, audiovisual,
books and digital culture. It offers grants and
financing tools, as well as services for the
internationalisation, business and audiences
development. Through its actions, ICEC
collaborates in the construction of a competitive
and quality cultural industry, and encourages
habits and the creation of audiences.

Company
FILMARKET HUB
https://www.filmarkethub.com/
Contact
andrea@filmarkethub.com
Stand
P3.5
Sectors
Marketplace / Movies & series /
SAAS

Filmarket Hub is an online marketplace for films
and series in development. We are experts in
matching projects with financing partners and
decision makers. #MakeProjectsHappen

Company
GARAGE 51
www.garage51.es

Garage 51 wants to revolutionize mobile games
with new mechanics and dynamics. From
Barcelona, we will do our maximum effort to
offer a unique experience to our users.

Company
HEROBEAT STUDIOS
www.herobeatstudios.com

Contact
info@garage51.es

Contact
jramello@herobeatstudios.com

Stand
P3.8

Stand
P3.4

Sectors
Video Games / Augmented Reality
/ Virtual Reality

Sectors
Video Games

Herobeat Studios is a video game studio
based in Barcelona and composed of former
colleagues with a wide experience in video
game development, aiming to deliver a powerful
message, to leave a mark through ecoconscious and meaningful experiences.
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Company
GIANTFOX
riseoftitans.giantfox.es
Contact
rmolina@giantfox.es
Stand
P3.7
Sectors
Video Games / Online / Sports /
Environment

Rise of Titans is a collectible card PC Game with
an interactive battlefield. The player can make
a deck with 30 cards and play in a changing
environment where strategy and adaptation is
key. The player can interact or modify it to take
an advantage.

Company
HUMANITCARE
http://humanitcare.com/en/

humanITcare is an Artificial Intelligence platform
that allows the monitoring of medical data in real
time to provide better and faster health services.

Contact
nuria.pastor@humanitcare.com
unai.sanchez@humanitcare.com

Our platform process and analyses digital
biomarkers and self-reported health data from
patients to have an accurate and automatically
follow-up of the patient’s health based in real time.

Stand
R4 - 15
Sectors
Artificial Intelligence - Machine
Learning / Cloud Computing / IoT
- M2M / Wearable

The company is working in the field of chronic
conditions with main hospitals from Spain and
healthcare institutions. In humanITcare, we are
improving the way of delivering health.

Company
INDIEHEALTH S.L.
http://www.benergyapp.com
Contact
info@benergyapp.com
Stand
R4 - 19

INDIEHEALTH has developed B.ENERGY,
an mHealth app aimed at users suffering from
digestive complaints such as IBS, chronic
constipation, diarrhea, hemorrhoids, celiac
disease or food intolerances. B.ENERGY helps
them monitor their condition, share information
with health professionals and improve their
quality of life and self-confidence in an
accessible, comfortable and private way.

Sectors
Digital Health / Machine Learning

Company
IONIC AI
http://www.ionicai.com
Contact
unai.ruiz@ionicai.com
carlos.lloret@ionicai.com
Stand
R4 - 8

ionic AI is making your Android phone
experience the best it can be, developing
next-generation solutions that greatly improve
performance & battery life of mobile devices by
reducing the computational management waste
to nearly zero.
Our next generation self-aware intelligent
solutions uniquely adapt to every situation in real
time without any user intervention.

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence - Machine
Learning
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Company
IOMED
http://www.iomed.es
Contact
javier.deoca@iomed.es
Stand
R4 - 11
Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-Machine
Learning / Big Data

IOMED was born to activate the value
contained in clinical notes and clinical records
in hospitals and other clinical facilities. Based
on unstructured clinical text, IOMED extracts
activable and reusable data, with which we
generate tools based on artificial intelligence for
hospitals and companies.

Company
ISNOTTV
isnotTV.com
Contact
4FYN@isnottv.com
Stand
Q3.6
Sectors
Newspaper monetisation / Media /
Entertainment Content

isnotTV helps newspapers create and monetise
content around Movies&Series.

Company
KOYAC
www.koyac.net
Contact
andrea@koyac.net

KOYAC (kicking off young art-collecting) is an
online platform aimed to help and encourage
people start their art collection. We weekly
curate selections of artworks under 2.500€ by
emerging or established artists, coming from the
best art galleries in Europe.

Company
MEDVISIT
http://medvisit.io
Contact
a.lozano@medvisit.io

Stand
Q3.7

Stand
R4 - 14

Sectors
Marketplace / Art / Advisory /
Magazine

Sectors
Digital Health / Travel and leisure /
Cloud computing

An unforeseen health problem can arise at the
most inconvenient time, while traveling abroad.
Getting the medical care you need in other
countries, can be a troublesome journey with
so many barriers: cultural differences, waiting
times, language comprehension and
translation.
MedVisit is a digital platform that facilitates
house-call visits between trusted doctors and
travelers and expats anytime, anywhere.
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Company
MEDIKTOR
http://www.mediktor.com
Contact
cpascual@mediktor.com
natalia@mediktor.com
Stand
R4 - 18
Sectors
Artificial Intelligence / Machine
Learning

Mediktor is the most advanced and accurate
symptom checker for pre-diagnosis, triage and
decision-making. The technology combines
artificial intelligence, natural language recognition
and patient data to detect symptoms and offer a
list of possible conditions, recommendations,
and even connect with medical professionals
within a health insurance network.
Mediktor has made 2 million symptom
assessments in more than 200 countries
developing an intuition comparable to an
experience of 10 doctors. The platform has
undergone a clinical study with 1,015 patients
with a success rate of 91.3% accuracy.

Company
MONKINGME
https://www.monkingme.com/
Contact
miquel@monkingme.com
Stand
P3.2
Sectors
Music / App / Merchandising

MonkingMe is a music platform to listen to and
download songs for free, while artists are paid.
We increase artists’ digital and merchandising
revenue. Fans can also support their favorite
artists by subscribing directly to them: one artist,
one subscription.

Company
MUST TRAVEL&TECH
https://discovermust.com/
Contact
raphael@discovermust.com
Stand
R4 - 1

MUST Travel&Tech is a Mobile Platform
specifically designed for users to share their
best experiences in a social media setting.
Providing all the tools to search for activities in
a intuitive way and the tools to organize and
plan the perfect getaway. While creating an
innovative distribution channel for businesses
in the activity and tour segment of tourism.

Sectors
Augmented Reality / Big Data /
Geolocation / Virtual Reality

Company
PLAYMOSS
www.playmoss.com
Contact
aleix.fernandez@playmoss.com

On Playmoss you can discover thousands of
music playlists of all kinds of genres, connect
Apple Music or play YouTube videos, follow
other music lovers and create and share your
music playlist on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
or Tumblr. Playmoss is the social media platform
for music lovers.

Stand
P3.3
Sectors
Music / Apps / Social
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Company
PETOONS STUDIO
www.petoons.com
Contact
sergio.garcia@petoons.com
Stand
Q3.4
Sectors
Video games / Series / Apps /
Transmedia

Petoons Studio is pioneering the art of
“storyplaying” developing innovative transmedia
brands for kids and families. Our first product,
Petoons Party, Award Winning PlayStation “Best
Kids Game” is currently played by 100.000
families.

Company
PROPCROWD, S.L.
http://www.propcrowd.com
Contact
hola@propcrowd.com
Stand
R4 - 7
Sectors
Proptech

PropCrowd is a platform which allows you to
invest from 100 euros in any real estate asset
just with a few clics. It’s aim is democratize the
investment in the real estate market giving it
easy, safe and transparent access to everyone
through the new regulation in crowdfunding.

Company
SHOTL TRANSPORTATION S.L.
https://shotl.com
Contact
osvald@shotl.com
gerard@shotl.com
Stand
R4 - 2

Shotl is a mobility platform for transport
operators, municipalities, corporations
and business parks that matches multiple
passengers headed in the same direction with a
moving vehicle.
Shotl licenses a software to implement and
operate flexible on-demand bus services,
combining technology, knowledge and technical
support.

Company
TALENTIER
http://www.talentier.com
Contact
leo@talentier.com
santiago.molins@talentier.com
Stand
R4 - 20
Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-Machine
Learning

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-Machine Learning
/ Big Data- Connected Car / DesignUser Interface-UX / Geolocation

The intelligent specialized Talent search network.
Talentier is the first network and the largest
in Spain for recruiters (more than 130) highly
specialized. Thanks to Machine Learning, each
position uploaded at Talentier obtains the best
recruiters for that recruiting process.
With this technology and methodology so
disruptive in the sector, our customers achieve
truly extraordinary talent faster than with any
other solution.
We guarantee our clients that in 15 days they
already have candidates to interview. Ratings
of acceptance of candidates are 70%, record
metrics compared to other traditional selection
agencies.
Clients like Siemens-Gamesa, Cinesa, Barrabés,
Venca or Suntransfers already trust Talentier to
cover the most specialized vacancies.
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Company
SOCCERDREAM
http://www.soccerdream.com
Contact
andreu.bartoli@soccerdream.com
Stand
R4 - 10
Sectors
Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality Football Training to accelerate
player’s tactics learning. Focused on improving
decision taking in the field, players learn 10
times faster as we provide the training of the
few top clubs in the world to anyone, anytime,
anywhere.

Company
TAP TAP TALES
www.taptaptales.com
Contact
xavi.prats@taptaptales.com
Stand
P3.6
Sectors
Educational and entertainment
Apps

Tap Tap Tales is a startup which develops
educational apps for children, based on globally
recognized licenses. We offer quality educational
content, through children’s favorite TV
characters, creating the most fun and interactive
educational apps.
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Company
TVISO
Tviso.com
Contact
marc.noguera@tviso.com

Tviso connects users with the new universe
of online video content. Tviso has recently
launched a TV box that enables access to all
relevant free and paid VOD & live providers,
delivering a personalized and easy to use all-inone TV interface with no apps.

Stand
Q3.3

Company
VERSE
http://www.verse.me
Contact
manu@verse.me
pablo@verse.me

Verse makes payments easy. We are the leading
end-to-end money platform in Europe. Our P2P
payments app is used by over 300k people in
Southern Europe and is the money app of
choice by GenZ across the region. Our tech to
process payments instantly is also used by B2B
clients.

Stand
R4 - 6

Sectors
TV / VOD / HaaS / Entertainment

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence-MachineLearning
/ Big Data / Design-User Interface-UX
/ NFC-iBeacons / Security-Identity
management
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Company
UNISON
http://www.unison.com
Contact
jordip@unisonrights.com
Stand
P3.1
Sectors
Music Rights Management
Blockchain

Unison is a Spanish Independent Management
Entity that tracks the use of music thanks to the
most advanced technology.

EEN
ACCIÓ
Are you looking for new international partners? Are you looking for new
cooperation opportunities? Do you want to commercialize your technology?
Come talk to an expert from the Enterprise Europe Network.
Enterprise Europe Network (www.een.ec.europa.eu) is an international network of
close to 600 partners from 62 countries with more than 3,000 local experts ready to
help you find the right partners and grow your business through innovation.
Amongst other services, ACCIÓ, the Catalan Agency for Business Competitiveness,
as a member of the network, organizes year after year at the Mobile World
Congress a B2B matchmaking event (Brokerage Event). In this edition, around 400
companies from more than 40 countries have already registered.
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• MWC Brokerage event:
The MWC Brokerage Event is a great opportunity to:
-- Identify potential international partners
-- Meet targeted companies and decision-makers
-- Complement your visit to the congress with a personalized schedule
When? 26-28 February 2019
Where? Brokerage event area (CS20)
How to register? Sign up in https://mwc2019.b2match.io/home before Feb. 12th, it is
free of charge!
• Networking Workshop with Poland, Israel, South Korea, Argentina & Brazil:
In order to complement the Brokerage event, this edition ACCIÓ organizes a Networking
Workshop with 5 key Markets: Poland, Israel, South Korea, Argentina & Brasil.
When? 25th of February 2019
Where? Brokerage event area (CS20)
The workshop will begin with a welcoming breakfast and a presentation of the attractive
Catalan innovation ecosystem and the support offered by ACCIÓ to attrack foreign
investment and International tech cooperation. Afterwards, there will be a session for
each region where key agents of the different markets will present the ecosystems, and
opportunities for technology transfer and RD. At the end of each session, participants will
have the chance to network with these key agents and companies.
Contact us:
www.een.cat
info.een@een.cat
+34 93 4767200
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ACCIÓ is the agency set up by the Catalan
Government to make Catalan enterprise more
competitive throughout the world. Its key aims
are to promote business growth,drive innovation,
internationalisation and attract inward investment.

Our offices also offer guidance to international firms
on opportunities and inward investment to Catalonia.

ACCIÓ functions:
• Developing business competitiveness
• Encouraging the internationalisation of Catalan firms, their expansion and consolidation
• Promoting Catalonia as a business-friendly location
• Encouraging R+D and business innovation, as well as technology transfer
• Fomenting the creation of technological and high-growth potential start-ups
To promote internationalization and innovation, ACCIÓ counts on a network of
40 Trade and Investment Offices across the globe based at the main economic cities,
operating in more than 100 markets. Our Trade and Investment Offices provide Catalan
business qualified support, insight and advice in international trade and investment.
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Trade and Investment Offices closely monitor market trends and analyse potential
risks. Services provided are tailor-made depending on specific company needs and level
of presence in chosen markets, from creating demand to giving support in productive
investment and logistics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market research
Search for marketing channels: distributors, agents, customers, etc.
Search for supply chains: suppliers, manufacturers, etc.
Search for trade and technological strategic alliances
Setting up: business location, legal and labour advice, partnership opportunities, etc.
Trade missions
Contact follow-ups and business networking
Recruitment of qualified staff

catalonia.com

Notes
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